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INTRODUCT ION 
This report is an index of articles pertaining to the flute which have 
appeared in The Instrumentalist.1 It will serve as a reference for flute 
instructors, instrumental music teachers in general, flute students, and 
instrumental students in general. It includes all phases. This particular 
source was chosen because its coverage is extensive, and the back issues, 
except for those in the first volume, are available. They are to be found 
in the libraries of Kansas State University, The University of Kansas, and 
Wichita State University. 
Articles in Volume I were listed after consulting "The Instrumentalist's 
Complete Authors' Index" in Volume XV.2 Since they were not examined, as 
were all others, they are marked by an asterisk (*). Volumes II, beginning 
with September, 1947, to XXIII, ending with June, 1969, were surveyed page 
by page. Articles obviously pertaining to the flute were read carefully 
in order to place each such article into whichever of several categories that 
might be applicable. All articles not obviously pertaining to the flute 
were scanned whenever any possibility appeared that they might, nevertheless, 
contain any pertinent information, in which case they were included in the 
appropriate classifications. Articles in the brass, string, and percussion 
1Traugott Rohner, editor. Published by The Instrumentalist Co., 
1418 Lake St., Evanston, Illinois, 60204, member of the Education Press 
Association of America. Articles indexed in The Music Index. Microfilm 
copies available from University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 48106. 
2"The Instrumentalist's Complete Authors' Index", The Instrumentalist, 
September, 1960, 15:100-111. 
2 
columns were considered when it appeared that they might contain a listing 
of ensemble music in which a flute might be included. This led to the in- 
clusion of some titles which seem to be out of context. 
Within the Topical Index, articles were entered thusly: the title, the 
author, the month, year, volume number, and page of the publication. 
Abbreviations used were S for September, 0 -October, N -November, D --Decem- 
ber, J -January, F -February, M -March, A -April, May -May, Ju-June, Au -August. 
Page numbers listed do not necessarily indicate a complete article. If 
only a portion of the article seemed to apply, only that portion was included 
in the paging. The great variety of subject headings within the Topical 
Index made it necessary to compile a Subject Index which is found at the end 
of the work. 
A separate Index of Authors, based upon the previously mentioned authors' 
index in Volume XV, and listing signed articles alphabetically by the authors' 
names, was made. 
No guarantee of quality of included articles can be made beyond the 
prestige of the authors and of the publication. 
TOPICAL INDEX OF ARTICLES 
Pertaining to the Instrument 
History and Development of the Flute. 
Article Author Month- Volume - 
Year Page 
About the Music Industry Au -65 20:88 
Ancient Musical Instruments in Maurice Faulkner s-66 21:23- 
Greek Plays 28 
Bibliography of Selected Books Board of Advisors, 
Staff of Instrumentalist, 
Au -57 11:9-12 
and others 
Bibliography of Selected Books N-60 15:28 
Bibliography of Books Board of Advisors, 
Contributing Editors, 
Editorial Staff of the 
Au -63 18:51ff 
Instrumentalist 
Boehm's Famous Flute Book -- Laurence Taylor F-61 15:50,52 
In English 
B -Natural Footjoint, The Laurence Taylor M-55 9:59 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor N-58 13:71,72 
Part I 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor D-58 13:64 
Part II 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor J-59 13:81,82 
Part III 
Bookshelf, The s-66 21:36 
Bookshelf, The J12-66 20:14 
Bookshelf, The Ju-69 23:18 
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Changes and Progress in the 
Woodwinds 
Development of the Woodwind 
Section in the 18th Century 
Orchestra, The. Part I 
Development of the Woodwind 
Section in the 18th Century 
Orchestra, The. Part II 
Did You Know That? 
E -Flat Soprano Flute, The 
Fabulous Mr. Nicholson, The. 
Part I. 
Famous Flute Book, A Laurence Taylor 
George E. Waln S-60 15:87 
Thomas Tallarico 
Thomas Tallarico 
Laurence Taylor 
Harry Moskovitz 
Laurence Taylor 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor 
French -Model Flute: A Re- 
appraisal for Music Educators, 
The 
James Pellerite 
Graduate Dissertations, Part I Laurence Taylor 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III Laurence Taylor 
Hotteterre's Principes Laurence Taylor 
Important Reprint, An Laurence Taylor 
Interesting Flute Questions Laurence Taylor 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
Janssen Collection of Musical 
Instruments 
Hazel B. Morgan 
Large Flute, The Robert J. Baasch 
Library of Woodwind Books and Charles E. Osborn 
Materials, A 
Life of Theobald Boehm, The 
Part I 
F-69 23:26-50 
M-69 25:54-38 
May -49 3:34 
F-64 18:62,64 
F-65 19:78,79 
S-55 10:54,55, 
61 
N-52 7:53,55 
D-63 18:64 
5-54 9:57 
N-54 9:40,41 
M-62 16:75-77 
N-61 16:54-56 
S-61 16:108- 
109 
S-49 4:42 
F-69 23:8 
A-69 23:6 
J11-65 19:39-40 
D-54 9:28,29 
D-64 19:45-47 
John Busman May -67 21:57,58 
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Life of Theobald Boehm, The John Busman Au -67 21:52,54 
Part II 
Metropolitan Museum's Exhibition 
of Historic Instruments, The 
Au -61 16:30 
New Flute Sounds for Creating James J. Pellerite May -65 19:37,38 
Interest in Flute Choirs 
Piccolo --Knowing Its Problems and Irvin E. Gilman D-59 14:67 
Choosing a Good Instrument, The 
Recorders for Everyone Maurice C. Whitney May -62 16:47,48 
7th Century Flutes in the United B. M. Bakkegard s -6o 15:40,41 
States 
Strange Alliance of Flute and Laurence Taylor 0-56 11:38,39 
Guitar, The 
They All Were Flutes Laurence Taylor N-65 20:86-88 
Unique Instrument, A Lester Gillespie J-62 16:54 
Value of Antique Instruments in James B. Hosmer r-64 18:77-80 
Teaching the Flute 
Who Was J. J. Quantz? Laurence Taylor N-60 15:32 
Woodwind Bibliographies Richard K. Weerts Au -64 19:30,31 
Woodwind Quintet: Its Development 
and Music, The 
George Waln A-65 19:90-93 
Wregg's Improved Flute Preceptor Laurence Taylor Y-58 12:78-80 
Year End Round -Up Laurence Taylor Ju-58 12:60,61 
Manufacturers, Makes and Models. 
Historical Manufacturers and Models. 
About the Music Industry Au -65 20:88 
Acoustics of Woodwind Instruments-- Clayton Wilson A-55 9:14,15 
A selected and annotated biblio- 
graphy of books and articles, The 
Answering Your Question Laurence Taylor A-63 17:79,80 
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Antique and Unusual Instruments Edward A. Eames May -64 18:4,6 
B -Natural Footjoint, The Laurence Taylor M-55 9:59 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor N-58 15:71,72 
Part I 
Bookshelf, The Ju-66 20:14 
Bookshelf, The Ju-69 25:18 
Cover Photo --Japanese Bamboo Flute N-64 19:2, 
cover 
Curious Flutes Laurence Taylor N-55 10:54,55 
Did You Know That? Laurence Taylor M-49 3:24 
Did You Know That -- Laurence Taylor 3-49 4:51 
Expanding the Flute Family Traugott Rohner Ju-63 17:54,55 
Famous Flute Book, A Laurence Taylor 3-55 1o:34,55, 
61 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor N-50 5:38 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor 11-51 5:51 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor N-52 7:53,55 
Flute News Roundup Laurence Taylor Ju-56 10:17,18 
Flute Questions Answered Laurence Taylor A-54 8:36 
Graduate Dissertations, Part I Laurence Taylor 3-54 9:57 
Graduate Dissertations, Part II Laurence Taylor 0-54 9:42,43 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III Laurence Taylor N-54 9:40,41 
Growing in Importance Vincent F. Malek F-60 14:62-65 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The s-49 4:42 
Janssen Collection of Musical Hazel B. Morgan Ju-65 19:39-4o 
Instruments 
Life of Theobald Boehm, The John Busman Au -67 21:52-54 
Part II 
Metropolitan Museum's Exhibition 
of Historic Instruments 
Au -61 16:30 
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Potpourri Au -68 23:10 
7th Century Flutes in the United B. M. Bakkegard s -6o 15:40,41 
States 
Special Flute Keys, Part II Laurence Taylor J-58 12:60,61 
"So You Think You Know Flutes" Laurence Taylor A-49 4:50,51 
They All Were Flutes Laurence Taylor N-65 20:86-88 
Utilizing the Large Flute Sections Laurence Taylor D-64 19:84-86 
Value of Antique Instruments in James B. Hosmer M-64 18:77-80 
Teaching the Flute 
Woodwind Bibliographies Richard K. Weerts Au -64 19:30,31 
Year End Round -Up Laurence Taylor Ju-58 12:60,61 
Your Questions Answered Laurence Taylor May -59 13:60 
Contemporary Flute Family. 
Cases. 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
C Flute. 
About the Music Industry 
Growing in Importance 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
Vincent F. Malek 
0-55 10:8,9 
0-60 15:14 
0-63 18:38 
ray -64 18:22 
Au -64 19:20 
F-60 14:62-65 
May -50 4:7 
M-52 6:6 
J-53 7:11 
May -53 7:10 
J-55 9:7 
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It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
Making Woodwinds Available 
New Gemeinhardt Flutes and Piccolos 
Bass Flute. 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
June Jottings 
Large Flute, The 
New Flute Sounds for Creating 
Interest in Flute Choirs 
Special Flute Keys 
Eb Soprano Flute. 
Answering Your Questions 
George Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
Robert J. Baasch 
James J. Pellerite 
Laurence Taylor 
S-55 10:8 
s -6o 15:16 
J-61 15:12 
Ju-61 15:16 
Au -61 15:15 
S-61 16:28 
0-61 16:32 
D-62 17:12 
Au -63 18:35 
Au -65 20:26 
Au -66 21:30 
Ju-67 21:6 
D-68 23:6 
F-67 21:64 
S-55 lo:61 
0-63 18:36 
J-69 23:6 
Ju-57 11:52,53 
D-54 9:28,29 
May -65 19:37,38 
D-57 12:43-45 
Laurence Taylor A-63 17:79,80 
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E -Flat Soprano Flute, The Harry Moskovitz 
Growing in Importance Vincent F. Malek 
It's News to Us 
Random Thoughts Laurence Taylor 
Soprano Flute --One Year Old Laurence Taylor 
Utilizing the Large Flute Sections Laurence Taylor 
Electronic Woodwinds. 
Electronic Woodwinds 
Exploratory Flute. 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
French Flute. 
French -Model Flute: A Re- 
appraisal for Music Educators, 
The 
Growing in Importance 
It's News to Us 
Open Hole Flute, The 
F Soprano Flute. 
F-64 18:62,64 
F-60 14:62-65 
Au -58 12:12 
Ju-60 14:62,63 
Ju-59 13:60,61 
D-64 19:84-86 
Noah Knepper A-67 21:69,70 
James Pellerite 
Vincent F. Malek 
Emil Eck 
N-49 4:23 
J-52 6:6 
N-62 17:24 
D-63 18:62-64 
F-60 14:62-65 
S-63 18:13 
D-58 13:39 
Band Instruments --The Most Needed Vaclav Nelhybel Ju-67 21:35-37 
Change 
Many Advantages of a Flute In Klaus Holle, Translated May -69 23:55 
High F by John Christie 
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G Alto Flute. 
Alto Flute Thriving 
Growing in Importance 
It's News to Us 
Less Expensive Alto Flutes, 
Part I 
Less Expensive Alto Flutes, 
Part II 
Piccolo. 
Approach to the Piccolo, Part I 
Approach to the Piccolo, Part II 
Approach to the Piccolo, Part III 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part II 
C Versus Db Piccolo 
Flute Facts 
Instrumentalist's Suggestions 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
New Gemeinhardt Flutes and Piccolos 
Ed Armstrong 
Vincent F. Malek 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence 
Laurence 
Laurence 
Laurence 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Editorial Board and 
Staff of the 
Instrumentalist 
J-58 12:6 
F-60 14:62-65 
May -61 15:22 
M-56 10:59-61 
A-56 10:74,75 
D-55 10:27 
J-56 10:53-55 
F-56 10:37,38 
D-58 13:65 
May -67 21:38 
0-51 6:45 
J-55 9:32 
May -49 3:30 
May -50 4:7 
S-52 7:9 
8-55 10:8 
S-56 11:18 
A-62 16:25 
May -66 20:18 
Au -66 21:30 
S-55 10:61 
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Piccolo --Knowing Its Problems and Irvin E. Gilman 
Choosing a Good Instrument 
Utilizing the Large Flute Sections Laurence Taylor 
Recorders. 
Bibliography of Recorder Music Ralph Ritchie 
Baroque Issue, The 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
Recorder and Its Place in the Gerald D. Burakoff 
Public Schools, The 
Recorders for Everyone 
Suggested Changes. 
Dr. Frank E. Gamble 
D-59 14:66-68 
D-64 19:84-86 
N-59 14:94 
May -65 19:8 
M-51 5:9 
S-52 7:8 
8-53 8:11 
0-61 16:35 
F-64 18:18 
J-67 21:6 
F-68 22:6 
N-68 23:22 
0-63 18:4-8 
Maurice C. Whitney May -62 16:47,48 
Band Instruments --The Most Needed Vaclav Nelhybel 
Change 
Instrumentalist's Suggestions 
Many Advantages of a Flute in 
High F, The 
New Flute, The 
Editorial Board and 
Staff of the 
Instrumentalist 
Klaus Holle 
Translated by 
John Christie 
Ju-67 21:35-37 
J-55 9:32 
May -69 23:55 
N-47 2:2 
Proposed New Flute Solves Many T. R. S-47 2:29 
Problems 
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Contemporary Manufacturers. 
Buyer's Guides. 
Artistic Catalog 
Buyer's Guide 
Buyer's Guide 
Buyer's Guide 
Buyer's Guide 
Buyer's Guide 
Buyer's Guide 
Free for the Asking 
Free for the Asking 
Growing in Importance Vincent F. Malek 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Buyer's Guide, The 
Instrumentalist's Buyer's Guide, The 
1958-59 Chronicle Laurence Taylor 
Industry News Items. 
About the Music Industry 
About the Music Industry 
About the Music Industry 
Artley Expands 
Flute & Piccolo Manufacturing 
Figures 
Heinrich Roth 
Selmer Wins Two Firsts 
Editorial 
0-53 8:49 
Au -57 11:50ff 
Au -58 12:45ff 
Au -65 20:98ff 
Au -66 21:77ff 
Au -67 22:99ff 
Au -68 23:95ff 
Au -60 14:8 
May -64 18:36 
F-60 14:62-65 
0-61 16:7 
Au -63 18:55ff 
Au -64 19:36ff 
S-59 14:67 
Ju-67 21:78 
J-68 22:96 
A-69 23:99 
J-55 9:55 
S-57 12:107 
F-58 12:23 
N-51 6:52 
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People and Personalities. 
Baron, Samuel 
Beethoven of the Flute 
Beginnings and Development of the 
Woodwind Quintet, The 
Bibliography of Books 
Boehm's Famous Flute Book -- 
In English 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part I 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part II 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part III 
Bookshelf, The 
Bookshelf, The 
Committee Chairman 
Curious Tales Out of Flute 
History 
Dialogue for Two Flutists 
Did You Know That? 
Did You Know That? 
Fabulous Mr. Nicholson, The 
Part I 
Fabulous Mr. Nicholson, The 
Part II 
Famous Flute Book, A 
Laurence Taylor 
George Wain 
Instrumentalist's 
Board of Advisors 
Contributing Editors 
Editorial Staff 
and others 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Donald Peck 
Laurence Taylor 
Ralph Andrews, 
James McKay 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Ju-64 18:81 
0-61 16:52,53 
0-67 22:64-66 
Au -63 18:51ff 
F-61 15:50-52 
N-58 13:72 
D-58 13:64 
J-59 13:81,82 
D-67 22:22 
Ju-69 23:18 
J-52 6:46 
A-61 15:78-80 
Au -68 23:14 
May -49 3:34 
5-49 4:51 
F-65 19:78,79 
M-65 19:80,81 
5-55 10:34,35, 
61 
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Flute Club Adds Auxiliary Members Laurence Taylor 0-51 6:50 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor N-50 5:38 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor J-50 4:43 
Flute is Our Hobby, The Laurence Taylor S-56 11:86,87, 
94 
Flute Music of Donjon, The Laurence Taylor A-62 16:68,69 
Flute Music of Mozart, The Laurence Taylor May -56 10:37-39 
Flute News Roundup Laurence Taylor Ju-56 10:17,18 
From Our Readers Robert Willaman J-57 11:4,6 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III Laurence Taylor N-54 9:40,41 
Hotteterre's Principes Laurence Taylor M-62 16:75,77 
Important Reprint, An Laurence Taylor N-61 16:54-56 
It's News to Us May -66 20:16 
Kincaid, William May -67 21:18 
Large Flute, The Robert J. Baasch D-54 9:28,29 
Life of Theobald Boehm, The John Busman May -67 21:57,58 
Part I 
Life of Theobald Boehm, The John Busman Au -67 21:52-54 
Part II 
Life of Theobald Boehm, The John Busman S-67 22:88 
Part III 
Men of Note J-57 11:10 
Music for Winds (Series) David Whitwell 
Bach --Wind Music of the 18th Century N-66 21:39 
Bach's Sons --Their Music for Winds M-67 21:53-56 
Beethoven --His Music for Winds 0-65 20:61-67 
Brahms--His Music for Winds F-66 20:59,60 
Berlioz --His Music for Winds J-66 20:71-75 
Czech and Hungarian Composers --Their Music for Winds J-68 22:50-53 
Handel, George Frederick --His Music for Winds A-67 
Hindemith, Becher, Weill, and Busoni--Their Music for Winds F-69 
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21:44,45 
23:39,40 
Lizt--His Music for Winds D-66 21:65-67 
Mozart --His Music for Winds M-66 20:53-58 
19th Century French Composers --Their Music for Winds 0-67 22:53,54 
19th Century German Wind Music A-68 22:43-46 
19th Century Italian Composers --Their Music for Winds M-68 22:79-81 
"Les Six" --Their Music for Winds 0-68 23:54-56 
Purchell, Henry --His Music for Winds S-67 22:73-78 
Schubert --His Music for Winds N-65 20:67,68 
Schumann --His Music for Winds J-67 21:40,41 
Schutz, Heinrich 
--His Music for Winds Au -67 22:63-68 
Strauss --His Music for Winds May -66 20:67-69 
Stravinsky --His Music for Winds Ju-66 20:50-53 
Swedish Composers --Their Music for Winds Ju-68 22:53 
20th Century Austrian Composers --Their Music for Winds J-69 23:42,43 
20th Century English Composers --Their Music for Winds N-68 23:47-50 
20th Century French Composers --Their Music for Winds D-68 23:40,41 
20th Century Russian Composers --Their Music for Winds M-69 23:43-45 
Weber, Carl Maria Von --His Music for Winds D-67 22:52-56 
New Research Director M-52 6:58 
James Pellerite D-63 18:73 
Plagiarism Traugott Rohner D-67 22:50 
Potpourri N-67 22:10 
Potpourri J-68 22:10 
Potpourri J-68 22:12 
Potpourri J-68 22:10 
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Potpourri 0-68 23:12 
Potpourri N-68 23:10 
Potpourri May -69 23:12 
Potpourri Ju-69 23:10 
Remarkable Amateur, A Laurence Taylor M-61 15:64,65 
Roth, Heinrich F-58 12:23 
Special Effects in Contemporary Alexander Lesneur D-67 22:64-67 
Music 
Unique Flute Choir of Green Lake, May -68 22:38 
Wis., The 
Visit to the Japan Flute Club, A Samuel Baron 
Wilkins, Frederick 
Who Was J. J. Quantz? Laurence Taylor 
"Who's Who" in The Instrumen- 
talist 
Woodwind Quintet: Its Develop- 
ment and Music 
Year End Round -Up 
Your Questions Answered 
Preparatory Pedagogy. 
George Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Pertaining to Pedagogy and 
Performance Style and Technique 
Implications of Dental Factors in the Choice of Instruments. 
Answering Your Questions 
Dental Factors Concerned with 
Instrument Playing 
J11-64 18:48-50 
0-57 12:87 
N-60 15:30,32, 
33 
M-50 4:43 
A-65 19:90-93 
Ju-58 12:60,61 
May -59 14:62 
Laurence Taylor A-63 17:78,80 
Howard E. Kessler, DDS Ju-57 11:33,34 
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Orthodontics and the Wind Robert Berman, DDS M-68 22:28 
Instrument 
Exploratory Instruments. 
Concerning Song Flutes Donald M. Hogue Au -68 23:16 
Exploratory Instruments Traugott Rohner S-53 8:39-42 
Let's Play Recorder --A Symposium. Lloyd Schmidt N-57 12:32,33, 
Part I --The Resurgence of 66 
Recorders. 
Let's Play Recorders --A Symposium. Richard E. Weldon N-57 12:34 
Part II --A Teacher's Recommenda- 
tion 
Let's Play Recorder --A Symposium. Arthur Stilwell N-57 12:35,66 
Part III --Grade School Recorder 
Classes 
Let's Play Recorders --A Symposium. Kenneth G. Kuchler N-57 12:36 
Part IV --Recorder Program in a 
Small College 
New Music --Wind or Percussion John Paynter & Staff May -57 11:51 
Ensemble 
Recorder Literature Laurence Taylor S-57 12:102, 
103,110 
Using Recorders in the Schools Theodore Mix Ju-58 12:8-10 
Considerations of Various Models of Flutes Used in Teaching. 
Approach to the Piccolo, Part I Laurence Taylor D-55 10:27 
D Versus Db Piccolo May -67 21:38 
E -Flat Soprano Flute, The Harry Moskovitz F-64 18:62-64 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor 0-51 6:45 
Less Expensive Alto Flutes, Part I Laurence Taylor M-57 10:59-61 
New Flute Sounds for Creating James J. Pellerite May -65 19:37,38 
Interest in Flute Choirs 
Utilizing the Large Flute Sections Laurence Taylor D-64 19:84-86 
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Value of Antique Instruments in James B. Hosmer M-64 18:77-80 
Teaching the Flute 
Considerations in Teaching. 
The Beginning Student. 
Beginning Flutist, The Ronald L. Waln 0-64 19:65,66 
First Flute Lesson Is Most 
Important 
George E. Wain S-52 7:16,17, 
50,51 
*Flute George E. Waln J-47 1:7 
Flute Lesson --Questions & Answers, 
The 
Ruth Freeman M-56 10:44,46, 
47 
Yid -Year Check Laurence Taylor F-62 16:71,72 
That Most Important First Flute George E. Waln 0-57 12:79-82 
Lesson 
Woodwind Beginners George Waln 0-62 17:57 
Young Flutist has the First Six- John W. Oberbrunner F-63 17:65,66 
Month Checkup, The 
Fingering. 
Flute Boner? C. L. Westermeyer May -57 11:7 
Free for the Asking M-55 9:6 
Phrasing. 
How to Teach Phrasing Laurence Taylor M-59 13:76-78 
Records for Teaching. 
Long Play Discs for Flute Teaching George E. Waln N-53 8:24,25, 
49 
19 
Tone and Intonation. 
Acoustics of Woodwind Instruments-- Clayton Wilson 
A selected and annotated biblio- 
graphy of books and articles, The 
Ideal Flute Tone, The Robert Cavally 
Improving School Band and Orches- C. A. Burmeister 
tras 
Improving Technique of Tone James J. Pellerite 
Production in Flute Performance 
It's News to Us 
It's Tone Quality That Counts George E. Waln 
*Tuning the School Band 
Vibrato. 
Flute Vibrato 
Teaching Vibrato 
Teaching Vibrato 
Vibrato, The 
Doubling. 
Shall I Double? 
Flute Double, The 
Summer Activities. 
Making the Most of Summer Music 
Camp 
Summer Music Project, A 
A-55 9:14,15 
J-49 3:22,23 
May -53 7:40,41 
11L-55 8:22,23, 
42,43 
May -69 23:20 
M-48 2:32,33 
E. L. Cross J-47 1:28 
Robert 
Robert Ambs 
Beatrice Chauncey 
Laurence Taylor 
F-57 
0-67 22:62 
M-68 22:82-84 
N-56 11:35-37 
Laurence Taylor J-55 9:51,52 
Donald E. McGinnis F-55 9:20-23 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
May -55 9:41,42 
Ju-61 15:36,37 
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Woodwind Ensembles. 
"Down to Earth" Facts on 
Ensembles 
Don't Neglect Music for Marching 
Flute in the Woodwind Quintet, 
Part I 
Flute in the Woodwind Quintet, 
Part II 
Improving Ensemble Performance 
Intermediate Woodwind Teaching 
"Lacks" in Woodwind Ensemble 
Performance 
Rehearsing the Woodwinds 
Saying 'Yes' or 'No' In Different 
Small Ensemble Strategy 
Small Ensemble Training --A 
Necessity 
Start Your Small Ensembles in 
September 
Standard Seating for Woodwind 
Quintet 
Training the Young Woodwind 
Quintet, Part I 
Training the Young Woodwind 
Quintet, Part II 
Training the Young Woodwind 
Quintet, Part III 
Woodwind Teaching Aids 
George E. Wain 
George E. Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
George E. Wein 
Noah A. Knepper 
George E. Waln 
James Thornton 
Myron E. Russell 
George E. Wain 
George Seltzer 
George Waln 
George Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Charles W. Bolen 
J-48 2:10,11 
5-51 6:16 
A-58 12:48,49 
May -58 12:37,38 
J-57 12:42-44 
A-56 10:32,42, 
43 
May -49 3:32,33 
J11-63 17:47 
J-52 6:17 
N-54 9:32,35 
N-68 23:71,72 
S-62 17:76-79 
0-51 6:2 
N-63 18:76,77 
D-63 18:54,55 
J-64 18:71-73 
M-57 11:64,65 
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Use of Massed Flutes as Substitute for Inadequate Clarinet Section. 
Band Instrumentation --A Symposium. Herbert Winters Harp M-52 6:12,13, 
Part I --The Concert Band. 44 
m-52 6:14 Band Instrumentation --A Symposium. Mark H. Hindsley 
Part II --The Concert Band 
Contests and Clinics. 
It's News to Us 
Selecting Contest Music 
Preparation for Orchestral Position. 
Preparing for an Orchestral 
Position 
Scholarships. 
Artley Flute Scholarships 
Artley Flute Scholarship 
Artley Scholarships 
Artley Scholarships (no caption) 
Colleges Offer Many Music Scholar- 
ships 
George Wain 
May -66 20:16 
J-62 16:47,48 
Donald MacDonald F-66 20:74 
Colleges Offer Many Music Scholarships 
College Music Scholarships 
College Music Scholarships Staff of The 
Instrumentalist 
Flute Scholarships 
Potpourri 
Potpourri 
Winners of Artley Scholarships 
No caption; photo and write-up 
may -58 12:39 
A-59 13:62 
May -60 14:5o 
M-64 18:21 
M-50 4:56,57 
J-52 6:51-54 
May -50 4:31 
M-52 6:99 
Ju-61 15:37 
A-67 21:10 
0-68 23:12 
N-62 17:61 
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Weak Points in Teaching. 
*Do's and Don'ts for Woodwinds 
Weak Points in Flute Teaching 
Miscellaneous. 
Answering Your Questions 
Did You Know That? 
Flute Facts 
Flute Questions Answered 
Flute Teacher's Scrapbook 
It's News to Us 
Make Haste Slowly 
Flute Assembling 
New Items 
Bibliography of Reference Books. 
Bibliography of Books 
*Book Reviews 
*Book Reviews 
*Book Reviews 
*Book Reviews 
*Book Reviews 
Bookshelf, The 
Osmund Gihle 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Victor Weidensee 
George E. Wain 
Instrumentalist's 
Board of Advisors 
Contributing Editors 
Editorial Staff 
and others 
Viola Wahler 
Viola Wahler 
Viola Wahler 
Viola Wahler 
Viola Wahler 
May -47 1:40 
S-58 13:74,75 
A-63 17:79,80 
May -49 3:34 
0-62 17:72,73 
0-55 10:26,27 
N-62 17:73,74 
F-69 23:8 
A-64 18:91-93 
Ju-60 14:62,63 
0-53 8:6 
May -49 3:34 
Au -63 18:51ff 
S-46 1:34 
N-46 1:38 
J-47 1:38 
M-47 1:38 
May -47 1:48 
Ju-66 20:14 
Books for the 
Part II 
Books for the 
Part III 
Conservatoire National de Paris 
Flute News Roundup 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf 
Library of Woodwind Books and 
Materials 
Flute Library, 
Flute Library, 
Woodwind Bibliographies 
Method Books. 
Flute in C. 
Without Record. 
Answering Your Questions 
Bookshelf, The 
Double Tonguing Exercises 
Flute Double, The 
First Flute Lesson Is Most 
Important 
Flute Teacher's Bookshelf, The 
Graduate Dissertations, Part I 
Intermediate Woodwind Teaching 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
George E. Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
Charles E. Osborn 
Richard K. Weerts 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Donald E. McGinnis 
George E. Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Noah A. Knepper 
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N-58 13:72 
J-59 13:82 
S-57 12:98,99 
Ju-56 10:17,18 
A-56 10:12 
N-64 19:10 
May -52 6:4 
0-62 17:8 
D-64 19:45-47 
Au -64 19:30,31 
M-63 17:87 
May -67 21:32 
N-57 12:70,71 
F-55 9:20-23 
5-52 7:50,51 
May -54 8:36,37 
5-54 9:57 
A-56 10:32,42, 
43 
A-56 10:12 
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Most Important First Flute Lesson, George E. Waln 0-57 12:79-82 
That 
New Music --Methods John Paynter & Staff S-60 15:82 
New Music --Methods John Paynter & Staff J-61 15:54 
New Music Reviews --Methods John Paynter e Staff A-62 16:79 
New Music Reviews --Method Books John Paynter & Staff Au -62 17:46 
New Music Reviews --Method Books John Paynter & Staff Ju-63 17:70 
New Music Reviews --Method Books John Paynter & Staff Au -64 19:78 
Wregg's Improved Flute Preceptor Laurence Taylor M-58 12:78-80 
With Record. 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor D-58 13:65 
Part II 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor J-59 13:81 
Part III 
It's News to Us A-57 11:16 
1958-59 Chronicle Laurence Taylor S-59 14:66 
Piccolo. 
Approach to the Piccolo, Part III Laurence Taylor F-56 10:37,38 
New Music Reviews --Method Books John Paynter & Staff Au -64 19:78 
Recorder and Exploratory Instruments. 
Bibliographie of Recorder Music Ralph Ritchie N-59 14:94 
Broaden Your Horizens With Staff Au -62 16:28 
Paperbacks 
Exploratory Instruments Traugott Rohner S-53 8:39-42 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The N-55 10:10 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The Ju-57 11:11 
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It's News to Us 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews --Books 
New Music Reviews --Method Books 
New Music Reviews --Method Books 
New Music Reviews --Method Books 
New Music Reviews --Method Books 
New Music --Wind or Percussion 
Ensemble 
Technique. 
General References. 
Answering Your Questions 
Approach to the Piccolo, Part III 
Bibliography of Selected Books 
Bibliography of Selected Books 
Bibliography of Books 
Boehm's Famous Flute Book -- 
In English 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part I 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part II 
Books for the Flute Library 
Part III 
Bookshelf, The 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Board of Advisors, 
Staff of Instrumentalist 
and others 
Instrumentalist's 
ContribUting Editors, 
Editorial Staff, 
and others 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
N-67 22:22 
May -62 16:82 
Ju-62 16:58,59 
N-62 17:60 
A-63 17:94 
Ju-63 17:70 
S-63 18:74 
May -57 11:51 
A-63 17:79,80 
F-56 10:37,38 
Au -57 1119-12 
N-60 15:27 
Au -63 18:51ff 
F-61 15:51,52 
N-58 13:72 
D-58 13:64 
J-59 13:82 
Ju-66 20:14 
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Bookshelf, The 
Bookshelf, The 
Bookshelf, The 
Bookshelf, The 
Famous Flute.Book, A 
Flute Facts 
Flute Lesson --Questions & Answers, 
The 
For Those Who Teach But Do Not 
Play 
French -Model Flute: A Re -appraisal 
for Music Educators 
Graduate Dissertations, Part I 
Graduate Dissertations, Part II 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
It's News to Us 
Library of Woodwind Books and 
Materials 
New Recordings 
Small Ensemble Strategy 
Small Ensemble Training --A 
Necessity 
Solving Problems on Woodwind 
Instruments 
Tips for Band 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Ruth Freeman 
Peter Ford 
James Pellerite 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Charles E. Osborn 
George E. Wain 
George E. Waln 
George Seltzer 
Richard E. Strange 
Elmer P. Magnell 
s-66 
May -67 
N-68 
Ju-69 
5-55 
21:36 
21:32 
23:20 
23:18 
10:34,35, 
61 
0-62 17:72,73 
M-56 10:44,46, 
47 
J-67 21:28,29 
D-63 18:62-64 
s-54 9:57 
o-54 9:42,43 
N-54 9:40,41 
A-61 15:16 
J-65 19:17 
M-68 22:6 
A-69 23:6 
May -69 23:20 
D-64 19:45-47 
0-68 
N-54 
N-68 
23:26 
9:32,33 
23:71,72 
Au -65 20:64 
S-65 20:63,64 
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Value of Antique Instruments 
Teaching the Flute 
Woodwind Bibliographies 
Fingering. 
Acoustics and Upper -Register 
Fingerings 
in James B. Hosmer 
Approaching the Upper Register 
Dialogue for Two Flutists 
Difficulty with Upper Notes 
Fingering Aids 
Flute Facts 
Flute Facts 
Flute Facts 
*Flute Fingerings 
Free for the Asking 
Free for the Asking 
Free for the Asking 
Frequent Fingering Faults 
High Register Fingerings 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
New Hand Position, A 
Unusual Flute Fingerings 
Useful Trill Fingerings 
Weak Points in Flute Teaching 
Which Fingering for B -Flat 
Richard K. Weerts 
Lewis Hilton 
Robert F. Ambs 
Ralph Andrews, 
James McKay 
Laurence Taylor 
Charles Osborne 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
S. S. Jackman 
Alexander Lesueur 
Laurence Taylor 
James McKay 
George Wain, 
Compiler 
Ralph Andrews 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
M-64 18:77-80 
Au -64 19:30,31 
F-67 21:60-63 
S-66 21:70 
Au -68 23:14 
May -64 18:74,75 
6-67 22:79,82, 
83 
N-50 5:38 
J-50 4:43 
J-52 6:48,49 
S-46 1:24 
0-64 19:104 
N-64 19:86 
A-65 19:107 
0-68 23:74,75 
D-60 15:68 
S-49 4:42 
May -64 18:9 
J-68 22:65 
May -48 2:38 
A-65 22:65,66 
S-58 13:74,75 
May -62 16:72,73 
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Your Flutes Don't Have to Play Out Donald MacDonald A-65 19:94-98 
of Tune 
Tone and Intonation. 
Acoustics and Upper -Register F-67 21:60-63 
Fingerings 
An Adjunct to Your Band -Orchestra D-60 15:70,71 
Program 
Basic Pitch Considerations F-60 14:70 
Flute Double, The F-55 9:20-23 
Flute Tone and Intonation 0-50 5:15,16 
High Register Intonation, Part II 0-67 22:80-83 
Ideal Flute Tone, The J-49 3:22,23 
Improving Technique of Tone D-53 
How Well Do Our High School 
Students Really Play 
Piccolo --Knowing Its Problems and 
Choosing a Good Instrument, The 
Some Practical Hints for Tuning 
the Woodwinds 
Tone Quality and the Embouchure 
Tuning the Flute 
Upper Register Intonation 
Vibrato Question, The 
Weak Points in Flute Teaching 
Your Flutes Don't Have to Play Out 
of Tune 
Your Question Answered 
Lewis Hilton 
Ralph V. Ritchie 
George E. Waln 
Donald E. McGinnis 
Robert H. Willoughby 
Ralph Laycock. 
Robert Cavally 
James J. Pellerite 
George E. Wain 
Irvin E. Gilman 
George Wain 
8:22,23, 
42,43 
0-63 18:73 
D-59 14:66 
N-62 17:65-68 
Jervis Underwood 0-65 20:86,88 
Mary Louise Nigro Poor S-53 8:69-70 
Ralph Laycock. S-67 22:116, 
117 
Laurence Taylor Ju-62 16:71-73 
Laurence Taylor S-58 13:75 
Donald MacDonald A-65 19:94-98 
Laurence Taylor May -59 13:60,61 
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Special Effects. 
Buzzing the Flute 
Double Tonguing Exercises 
Flutter -Tonguing 
1958-59 Chronicle 
Special Effects in Contemporary 
Music 
Vibrato. 
Flute Vibrato 
Teaching Vibrato 
Teaching Vibrato 
Vibrato, The 
Style and Interpretation. 
Answering Your Question 
Bookshelf, The 
Bookshelf, The 
Conservatoire National De Paris 
Editing "Old' Music, Part I 
Flute Double, The 
Flute Facts 
Flute Music of Donjon, The 
Flute Questions Answered 
Flute Tone and Intonation 
Flute Vibrato 
Graduate Dissertations, Part II 
Robert B. Cantrick 
Laurence Taylor 
Joan Templar Smith 
Laurence Taylor 
Alexander Lesneur 
Robert Willoughby 
Robert Ambs 
Beatrice Chauncey 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
George E. Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
Donald E. McGinnis 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Robert H. Willoughby 
Robert Willoughby 
Laurence Taylor 
May -63 17:53,54 
N-57 12:70,71 
D-66 21:71,72 
S-59 14:66 
D-67 22:64-67 
F-57 11:34-37 
0-67 22:62 
M-68 22:82-84 
N-56 11:35-37 
M-63 17:86 
S-66 21:36 
N-68 23:20 
5-57 12:98,99 
J-57 11:53,54 
F-55 9:20-23 
M-51 5:51 
A-62 16:68,69 
May -57 11:56-58 
0-50 5:15,16 
F-57 11:34-37 
0-54 9:42,43 
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Graduate Dissertations, Part III Laurence Taylor N-54 9:40,41 
Ideal Flute Tone, The Robert Cavally J-49 3:22,23 
Interesting Flute Questions Laurence Taylor S-61 16:108, 
109 
Interpretation of Embellishments George E. Wain J-55 9:16,18 
June Jottings Laurence Taylor Ju-57 11:52,53 
New Recordings 0-68 23:26 
Performance Practice Bibliography Lyle Merriman M-66 20:50,51 
Saying 'Yes' or 'No' In Different Myron E. Russell J-52 6:17 
Ways 
Special Effects in Contemporary Alexander Lesneur D-67 22:64-67 
Music 
Teaching Vibrato Robert limbs 0-67 22:62 
Too Much Tongue in Tonguing Donald Beck N-67 22:51 
Woodwind Quintet, The Thomas A. Ayses F-66 20:61,62 
Wregg's Improved Preceptor Laurence Taylor M-58 12:78-80 
Baroque. 
Articulation According to Hotteterre Betty Bang 0-66 21:79,80 
Baroque Arrangements --Should They Elwyn A. Wienandt J-60 14:36ff 
Be Authentic 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor D-58 13:66 
Part II 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor J-59 13:81 
Part III 
Bookshelf, The N-68 23:20 
Editing "Old" Music, Part II Laurence Taylor F-57 11:38,39, 
61 
Editing "Old" Music, Part III Laurence Taylor M-57 11:72-75 
Editing "Old" Music, Part IV Laurence Taylor A-57 11:68,69 
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Graduate Dissertations, Part I Laurence Taylor 8-54 9:57 
Handel Flute Sonatas, Part I Laurence Taylor F-59 13:74,75 
Handel Flute Sonatas, Part II Laurence Taylor 11-59 13:75-77 
Handel Flute Sonatas, Part III Laurence Taylor A-59 13:60-62 
Library of Woodwind Books and Charles E. Osborn D-64 19:45-47 
Materials 
Recorder Literature Laurence Taylor S-57 12:102, 
103,110 
Trio Sonata, The Laurence Taylor 0-60 15:46,48, 
50 
Classical. 
Interesting Flute Questions Laurence Taylor 5-61 16:108, 
109 
Contemporary. 
Special Effects in Contemporary Alexander Lesneur D-67 22:64-67 
Music 
Jazz. 
1958-59 Chronicle Laurence Taylor s-59 14:66 
Playing with the Organ. 
Music for Flute and Organ Laurence Taylor N-64 19:81,82 
Playing with the Organ, Part I Laurence Taylor N-59 14:56,57 
Playing with the Organ, Part II Laurence Taylor D-59 14:46,47 
Flute in the Christmas Service, The Laurence Taylor D-61 16:54-56 
32 
Audio -Visual Aids. 
Films. 
Audio -Visual Guide Donald J. Shetler D-64 19:22,23 
Audio -Visual Guide Donald J. Shetler May -65 19:22 
Audio -Visual Guide Donald J. Shetler N-61 16:12 
Audio -Visual Materials Elwyn Schwartz 0-51 6:30,31 
Audio -Visual Materials Elwyn Schwartz 0-55 10:14 
Films to Show Your Groups Elwyn Schwartz S-51 6:34 
Free for the Asking A-57 11:20 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The F-62 16:16 
Promote Music With Motion Pictures Elwyn Schwartz S-48 3:36 
"Music for Young People" Films Elwyn Schwartz J-58 12:36-38 
Records. 
Audio -Visual Guide Richard Weerts F-69 23:20 
Best in Records, The M-58 12:24 
Books for Flute Library, Part I Laurence Taylor N-58 13:72 
Complete Orchestra, The T. R. 0-57 12:27 
Double Reeds and Saxophone on George Waln E-54 8:26,27 
LP Recordings 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor J-50 4:43 
It's News to Us A-69 23:6 
It's News to Us May -69 23:20 
June Jottings Laurence Taylor J-57 11:52,53 
Let's Play Recorders --A Symposium. Lloyd Schmidt N-57 12:32,33, 
Part I, The Resurgence of Recorders 66 
Long Play Discs for Flute Teaching George E. Waln N-53 8:24,25, 
49 
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More Recordings 
New Recordings 
New Recordings 
New Recordings 
New Recordings 
New Recordings 
New Recordings 
New Recordings 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
Recordings 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists 
Alfred Riley S-53 8:9 
A-60 14:12,14 
May -60 14:20 
Au -61 15:21 
D-61 16:14 
M-62 16:10 
F-63 17:20 
5-63 18:24 
0-63 18:34 
F-64 18:10 
A-64 18:8 
J-63 19:14 
Ju-65 19:34 
N-65 20:28 
J-66 20:31 
Ju-66 20:16 
Ju-67 21:28 
Au -67 22:28 
0-67 22:24 
0-67 22:25 
D-67 22:20 
F-68 22:26 
M-68 22:22 
A-68 22:20 
Ju-68 22:22,24 
5-68 23:28 
0-68 23:26 
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New Recordings 
Rew Recordings 
New Recordings 
New Recordings 
1958-59 Chronicle Laurence Taylor 
F-69 
M-69 
M-69 
Ju-69 
S-59 
23:18 
23:28 
23:32 
23:20 
14:66 
Solo Band and Orchestra Instrument G. Josephine Airy N-47 2:9 
Recordings 
Tapes. 
Audio -Visual Materials Elwyn Schwartz 0-55 10:13 
Lighter Moments. 
Cartoons. 
Beginning Band N-59 13:60 
Bird on Flute May -65 19:18 
Flute A-59 13:62 
Flute D-59 14:67 
Flute Ju-64 18:77 
Flute D-65 20:76 
Flute & Bass Drum 0-59 14:103 
Flute Kling J-60 14:60 
Flute & Cello F-62 16:47 
Flute & Clarinet S-67 22:132 
Flute Bob Overby D-53 8:48 
Flute M-65 19:96 
Flutist & Psychiatrist G. H. White Ju-56 10:10 
Flute (lost) F-63 17:66 
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Flute Section including Pan F-57 11:33 
Flute on Ship D-63 18:55 
Flute, Sousaphone, Clarinet, Violin Ju-62 16:28 
Flute and Tuba May -59 13:62 
Flute and Tuba Players 
Football Player as Flutist 
Flute and Violin 
Graduate Research 
Mosley Burteen 
M-58 
N-57 
F-62 
Ju-57 
12:60 
12:81 
16:46 
11:16 
New Discoveries John Philip Delby N-53 8:46 
Piccolo Ju-62 16:30 
Poetry. 
Flutist's Soliloquy, The Harve Edwards s -59 14:28 
Long and Short of It, The Don Foley Au -63 18:44 
Maintenance and Repair. 
Bibliography of Books Instrumentalist's Au -63 18:51ff 
Board of Advisors, 
Contributing Editors, 
Editorial Staff, 
and others 
Bibliography of Selected Books Instrumentalist's Au -57 11:9-12 
Board of Advisors, 
Staff, and others 
Bookshelf, The Ju-69 23:18 
Care and Repair: Preventive Osmund Gihle S-50 5:39 
Repairs 
End Protector Rings --Are They James Pellerite S-59 14:56-57 
Necessary? 
Flute Assembling Victor Weidensee 0-53 8:6 
Flute Questions Answered Laurence Taylor 0-55 10:26,27 
Here's How To Take Care of Flutes Selmer's Buyer's 
Piccolos Guide Insert 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
*Removing Needle Springs from Osmund Gihle 
Woodwind Instruments 
*Repairs: Pads, Tools & Supplies 
Repair of the Woodwinds 
Repair Your Own 
Osmund Gihle 
George E. Waln 
George E. Waln 
*Replacing Saxophone and Flute Osmund Gihle 
Pads 
Summer Care of Woodwinds 
Woodwind Bibliographies 
Woodwind Care 
George Wain 
Richard K. Weerts 
George Waln 
Literature 
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8-65 20:40 
May -50 4:44 
May -47 1:12 
s-46 1:36 
N-58 13:73-75 
.N-52 7:16,17, 
44 
N-46 1:32 
May -50 4:38,39 
Au -64 19:30,31 
0-65 20:77-79 
Solo. 
Sacred. 
First Flute Lesson Is Most Impor- 
tant 
George E. Waln 8-52 7;51 
Flute in the Christmas Service, The Laurence Taylor D-61 16:54-56 
Flute Music Suitable for Christ- 
mas Use 
Laurence Taylor D-54 9:39 
Instrumental Music and Youth Austin C. Lovelace D-59 14:64:65 
Choirs in the Church 
Instruments in the Church Earl C. Garth D6-65 20:56,58, 
59,60 
New Music John Paynter & Staff Ju -61 15:66 
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C Flute. 
Unaccompanied or with Piano. 
Answering Your Questions 
Bach --Wind Music of the 18th 
Century 
Bach's Sons --Their Music for Winds 
Beethoven --His Music for Winds 
Beethoven of the Flute 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part I 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part II 
Books for the Flute Library, 
Part III 
Bookshelf, The 
Bookshelf, The 
Carl Maria Von Weber --His Music for 
Winds 
Conservatoire National de Paris 
Czech and Hungarian Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
Divisions on a Ground 
Early Mozart Flute Sonatas 
Editing "Old" Music, Part I 
Flute Facts 
Flute in the Christmas Service, 
The 
Flute Music of Donjon, The 
Flute Music of Mozart, The 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Donald Peck 
David Whitwell 
George E. Waln 
David Whitwell 
Laurence 
Laurence 
Laurence 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
A-63 17:79,80 
N-66 21:39 
M-67 21:53-56 
o-65 20:61-67 
0-61 16:52,53 
N-58 13:72 
D-58 13:64,65 
J-59 13:81 
Au -65 20:40 
D-67 22:22 
D-67 22:52-56 
S-57 12:98,99 
J-68 22:50-53 
D-62 17:60,61 
M-60 14:48,50 
J-57 11:53,54 
J-52 5:48 
D-61 16:54-56 
A-62 16:68,69 
May -56 10:37-39 
38 
Flute Music Suitable For Christ- 
mas Use 
Flute Performances in New York 
Flute Questions Answered 
*Flute Solos, Course of Study 
Flute Teacher's Bookshelf, The 
George Frederick Handel --His Music 
for Winds 
Graduate Dissertations, Part I 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III 
Handel Flute Sonatas 
Henry Purcell --His Music for Winds 
Hindemith, Blacher, Weill, and 
Busoni--Their Music for Winds 
Ideal Flute Tone, The 
Interesting Recent Publications 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
It's News to Us 
June Jottings 
"Les Six" --Their Music for Winds 
Library of Woodwind Books and 
Materials, A 
Lizt--His Music for Winds 
Music Reviewed 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
George E. Waln 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
Robert Cavally 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
Charles E. Osborn 
David Whitwell 
George C. Wilson 
D-54 9:39 
A-60 14:52,53 
May -57 11:56-58 
J-47 1:9 
May -54 8:36,37 
A-67 21:44,45 
S-54 9:57 
N-54 9:40,41 
F-59 13:74,75 
S-67 22:73-78 
F-69 23:39,40 
J-49 3:22,23 
5-63 18:54,56 
5-49 4:42 
S-51 6:30 
M-52 6:4 
Ju-57 11:11 
A-61 15:16 
0-63 18:18 
A-69 23:6 
Ju-57 11:52,53 
0-68 23:54-56 
D-64 19:45-47 
D-66 21:65-67 
S-47 2:35 
39 
Music Reviewed George C. Wilson N-47 2:37 
and others 
Neglected Solo Literature Laurence Taylor F-58 12:74,75 
New Music John Paynter & Staff N-57 21:52 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff A-66 20:121 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff A-67 21:122 
1958-59 Chronicle Laurence Taylor S-59 14:66 
19th Century French Composers-- David Whitwell 0-67 22:53,54 
Their Music for Winds 
19th Century German Wind Music David Whitwell A-68 22:43-46 
19th Century Italian Composers-- David Whitwell M-68 22:79-81 
Their Music for Winds 
Playing with the Organ Laurence Taylor D-59 14:48 
"Popular" Music for the Flute Laurence Taylor D-56 11:76,77 
Potpourri 0-68 23:12 
Schubert --His Music for Winds David Whitwell N-65 20:67-68 
Schumann --His Music for Winds David Whitwell J-67 21:40,41 
Selecting Contest Music George Wain J-62 16:47,48 
Strauss --His Music for Winds David Whitwell May -66 20:67-69 
Swedish Composers --Their Music David Whitwell J11-68 22:53 
for Winds 
That Most Important First Flute George E. Waln 0-57 12:79-82 
Lesson 
20th Century English Composers-- David Whitwell N-68 23:47-50 
Their Music for Winds 
20th Century French Composers-- David Whitwell D-68 23:40,41 
Their Music for Winds 
20th Century Russian Composers-- David Whitwell M-69 23:43-45 
Their Music for Winds 
Unaccompanied Woodwind Solos Lyle Merriman Ju-66 20:79-81 
Value of Antique Instruments in James B. Hosmer M-64 18:77-80 
Teaching the Flute, The 
4o 
With Organ. 
Music for Flute and Organ 
With Band or Orchestra. 
Alto Flute Repertory 
Bach's Sons --Their Music for Winds 
Carl Maria Von Weber --His Music 
for Winds 
Flute and Piccolo Solos with Band, 
Part I 
Hindemith, Blacher, Weill, and 
Busoni--Their Music for Wings 
Music for Two or More Solo Flutes 
with Band or Orchestra 
Music for Two or More Solo Flutes 
with Orchestra or Band 
Mozart --His Music for Winds 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
19th Century French Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
20th Century French Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
N-64 19:82 
Au -58 12:68-71 
M-67 21:53-56 
D-67 22:52-56 
May -65 19:69,70 
F-69 23:39,40 
F-55 9:17 
17:74 
David Whitwell M-66 20:53-58 
John Paynter & Staff S-55 10:50 
John Paynter & Staff 0-55 10:43 
John Paynter & Staff N-57 12:52 
John Paynter & Staff A-61 15:60,61 
John Paynter & Staff J-66 20:97 
John Paynter & Staff M-66 20:99 
John Paynter & Staff M-67 21:96 
John Paynter & Staff F-68 22:98 
John Paynter & Staff Ju-65 19:93 
David Whitwell 0-67 22:53,54 
David Whitwell 0-68 23:40,41 
41 
Year End Round 
-Up 
Alto Flute. 
Alto Flute Repertory 
Eb Soprano Flute. 
Answering Your Questions 
Piccolo. 
Answering Your Questions 
Approach to the Piccolo, Part III 
Flute and Piccolo Solos with Band, 
Part I 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Flute and Piccolo Solos with Band, Laurence Taylor 
Part II 
Piccolo --Knowing Its Problems and 
Choosing a Good Instrument 
Recorder. 
Bibliography of Recorder Music 
Flute Facts 
Recorder and Its Place in the 
Public Schools 
Recorder Literature 
Recorder Literature, Part II 
Duets. 
Irvin E. Gilman 
Ralph Ritchie 
Laurence Taylor 
Gerald D. Burakoff 
Laurence Taylor 
Laurence Taylor 
Bach's Sons --Their Music for Winds David Whitwell 
Ju -58 12:61 
Au -58 12;68-71 
M-63 17:86 
M-63 17:87 
F-56 10:38 
May -65 19:69,70 
Ju-65 19:78,79 
D-59 14:67 
N-59 14:94 
J-52 6:48 
0-63 18:4-8 
S-57 12:102, 
103,110 
0-57 12:86,87, 
90 
M-67 21:53-56 
42 
Beethoven --His Music for Winds David Whitwell 0-65 20:61-67 
Bookshelf, The Au -65 20:40 
Flute Facts Laurence Taylor J-52 6:48 
Flute Music of Mozart, The Laurence Taylor May -56 10:37-39 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III Laurence Taylor N-54 9:40,41 
Hindemith, Blacher, Weill, and David Whitwell F-99 23:39-40 
Busoni--Their Music for Winds 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The S-49 4:42 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 0-63 18:18 
New Music John Paynter & Staff M-55 9:49 
New Music John Paynter & Staff 0-55 10:48 
New Music John Paynter & Staff D-57 12:54,55 
New Music John Paynter & Staff Au -60 14:44 
New Music John Paynter & Staff May -61 15:73 
New Music John Paynter & Staff S-61 16:95 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff F-63 17:76 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff M-63 17:123 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff D-63 18:50 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Ju-64 18:78 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff S-64 19:96 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff A-66 20:121 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff J-67 21:90 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff F-67 21:94 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
Small Ensemble Strategy 
Trio Sonata, The 
John Paynter & Staff A-67 21:122, 
123 
John Paynter & Staff N-67 22:94,95 
George E. Waln N-54 9:32,33 
Laurence Taylor 0-60 15:50 
43 
Trios. 
Alto Flute Repertory 
Best in Band Music 
Bookshelf, The 
Laurence Taylor 
Bruce Houseknecht 
Flute Music Suitable for Christmas Laurence Taylor 
Use 
Graduate Dissertations, Part I Laurence Taylor 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III Laurence Taylor 
Henry Purcell --His Music for Winds David Whitwell 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
Au -58 12:68-71 
F-56 10:53 
Au -65 20:40 
D-54 9:39 
S-54 9:57 
N-54 9:40,41 
S-67 22:73-78 
0-63 18:18 
John Paynter & Staff May -55 9:49 
John Paynter & Staff S-55 10:58 
John Paynter & Staff 0-55 10:48 
John Paynter & Staff N-56 11:46 
John Paynter & Staff D-56 11:69 
John Paynter & Staff May -57 11:51 
John Paynter & Staff 0-57 12:57-59 
John Paynter &. Staff D-57 12:54,55 
John Paynter & Staff S-59 14:114 
John Paynter & Staff 0-62 17:86,87 
John Paynter & Staff A-63 17:92 
John Paynter & Staff M-64 18:58 
John Paynter & Staff Au -64 19:77 
John Paynter & Staff D-65 20:89 
John Paynter & Staff J-66 20:100 
John Paynter & Staff M-66 20:101 
John Paynter & Staff A-66 20:121 
44 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Publications, 1946-47 
"Popular" Music for the Flute 
Small Ensemble Strategy 
Unique Flute Music Catalog 
Year End Round -Up 
Quartets. 
Adds Alto Flute 
Alto Flute Repertory 
Bookshelf, The 
Flute Music Suitable for Christmas 
Use 
Flute Questions Answered 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
Laurence Taylor 
George E. Waln 
L.T. 
Laurence Taylor 
F-67 21:94 
Au -67 22:90 
D-67 22:94 
M-68 22:105, 
106 
Au -68 23:91 
May -69 23:89 
Ju-69 23:89 
N-47 2:24-25 
D-56 11:76,77 
N-54 9:32,33 
N-57 12:71 
Ju-58 12:61 
Rev. James Wm. Robbins May -56 10:6 
Laurence Taylor Au -58 12:68-71 
Au -65 20:40 
Laurence -Taylor D-54 9:39 
Laurence Taylor A-54 8:36 
Laurence Taylor N-54 9:40,41 
0-63 18:18 
John Paynter & Staff F-56 10:44 
John Paynter & Staff N-56 11:46 
John Paynter & Staff 0-57 12:57-59 
John Paynter & Staff J-60 14:75 
John Paynter & Staff M-60 14:91 
45 
New Music John Paynter & Staff A-60 14:84 
New Music John Paynter & Staff 8-60 15:74,76 
New Music John Paynter & Staff A-61 15:85 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff S-62 17:66 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Au -63 18:76 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff S-63 18:70,72 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Au -64 19:77 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff F-65 19:88 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff M-65 19:91 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff May -65 19:92 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Au -65 20:94 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff J-66 20:100 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff A-66 20:121 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff S-68 23:109 
"Popular" Music for the Flute Laurence Taylor D-56 11:76,77 
Small Ensemble Strategy George E. Waln N-54 9:32,33 
20th Century French Composers-- David Whitwell D-68 23:40,41 
Their Music for Winds 
Unique Flute Music Catalog L. T. N-57 12:71 
Recorder Ensembles. 
Bibliography of Recorder Music 
Flute Facts 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
Ralph Ritchie N-59 14:94 
Laurence Taylor J-52 6:48 
John Paynter & Staff S-59 14:114 
John Paynter & Staff Ju-60 14:56,57 
John Paynter & Staff 8-60 15:74,76 
John Paynter & Staff A-61 15:88 
46 
New Music 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
Recorder Literature, Part II 
Miscellaneous Ehsembles. 
John Paynter & Staff D-61 16:66 
John Paynter & Staff J-62 16:99 
John Paynter & Staff 0-62 17:88 
John Paynter & Staff May -63 17:74 
John Paynter & Staff Au -63 18:75 
John Paynter & Staff S-63 18:70,72 
John Paynter & Staff 0-63 18:80 
John Paynter & Staff N-63 18:72 
John Paynter & Staff F-64 18:58 
John Paynter & Staff M-64 18:58 
John Paynter & Staff May -64 18:88 
John Paynter & Staff Au -64 19:77 
John Paynter & Staff S-64 19:96 
John Paynter & Staff N-64 19:92 
John Paynter & Staff J-67 21:90 
John Paynter & Staff A-67 21:122 
John Paynter & Staff D-67 22:93 
John Paynter & Staff M-68 22:105, 
106 
John Paynter & Staff J-69 23:85,86 
John Paynter & Staff Ju -69 23:88 
Laurence Taylor 0-57 12:86,87, 
90 
Alto Flute Repertory Laurence Taylor 
Bach --Wind Music of the 18th David Whitwell 
Century 
Au -58 12:68-71 
N-66 21:39 
47 
Bach's Sons --Their Music for David Whitwell M-67 21:53-56 
Winds 
Beethoven --His Music for Winds David Whitwell 0-65 20:61-67 
Beginning and Development of the George Waln 0-67 22:64-66 
Woodwind Quintet, The 
Berlioz --His Music for Winds David Whitwell J-66 20:71-75 
Best in Band Music, The Bruce Houseknecht F-56 10:53 
Bibliography of Music for Piano Ruth L. Zimmerman J-62 16:36 
Brahms--His Music for Winds David Whitwell F-66 20:59,50 
Carl Maria Von Weber --His Music 
for Winds 
David Whitwell D-67 22:52-56 
Chamber Music for Trumpet -- 
with Strings or Woodwinds 
Bernard Fitgerald N-50 5:24,25 
Christmas Music for Band, Orchestra, N-57 12:78 
Instrumental Ensemble, and for 
Chorus -Instrumental 
Christmas Music for Band, Orchestra, N-60 15:86,87 
Instrumental Ensemble, and for 
Choral -Instrumental Groups 
Contemporary Music for Clarinet Abraham A. Schwadron Ju-65 19:74,75 
Czech and Hungarian Composers -- David Whitwell J-68 22:50-53 
Their Music for Winds 
Did You Know That Laurence"Taylor S-49 4:51 
"Down to Earth" Facts on Ensembles George E. Waln J-49 2:11 
Ensemble Erving Talimadge S-47 2:36 
Flute in the Christmas Service, Laurence Taylor D-61 16:54,55, 
The 56 
Flute Music of Mozart, The Laurence Taylor May -56 10:37-39 
Flute Music Suitable for Christmas Laurence Taylor D-54 9:39 
Use 
Flute Questions Answered Laurence Taylor A-54 8:36 
Graduate Dissertations, Part III Laurence Taylor N-54 9:40,41 
48 
Heinrich Schutz --His Music for 
Winds 
David Whitwell Au -67 21:63-68 
Henry Purcell --His Music for Winds David Whitwell 
Hindemith, Blacher, Weill, and David Whitwell 
Busoni--Their Music for Winds 
June Jottings Laurence Taylor 
"Les Six" --Their Music for Winds David Whitwell 
Lizt--His Music for Winds David Whitwell 
Mozart --His Music for Winds David Whitwell 
Music for Wind Ensembles and Piano Alfred F. Wood 
Music Reviewed George O. Wilson 
Music Reviewed George C. Wilson 
and others 
New Music John Paynter & Staff S-55 10:56,58 
New Music John Paynter & Staff N-55 10:59 
New Music John Paynter & Staff J-56 10:46 
New Music John Paynter & Staff S-56 11:56,58 
New Music John Paynter & Staff J-57 11:40 
New Music John Paynter & Staff A-57 11:42 
New Music John Paynter & Staff May -57 11:51 
New Music John Paynter & Staff Ju-57 11:57 
S-67 22:73-78 
F-69 23:39 
Improving Ensemble Performance George E. Waln J-57 12:42-44 
Include Woodwind Music In Our George E. Waln M-52 6:22 
Band Programs 
Interesting Flute Questions Laurence Taylor S-61 16:108, 
109 
Interesting Recent Publications Laurence Taylor S-63 18:54,56 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The J-53 7:12 
Instruments in the Church Earl C. Grath D-65 20:56,58, 
59,60 
Ju-57 11:52,53 
0-68 23:54-56 
D-66 21:65-67 
M-66 20:53-58 
5-57 12:46,47 
s-47 2:34,35 
N-47 2:36 
49 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music 
New Music Publications Released 
New Music Publications Released 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
John Paynter & Staff 0-57 12:57-59 
John Paynter & Staff J-58 12:73,74 
John Paynter & Staff A-58 12:59 
John Paynter & Staff Ju -58 12:54 
John Paynter & Staff S-59 14:115 
John Paynter & Staff J-60 14:72,74, 
75 
John Paynter & Staff F-60 14:56,58 
John Paynter & Staff M-60 14:93 
John Paynter & Staff May -60 14:77,80, 
81 
John Paynter & Staff Ju-60 14:56,57 
John Paynter & Staff 5-60 15:74,76, 
78 
John Paynter & Staff N-60 15:59,60 
John Paynter & Staff D-60 15:53 
John Paynter & Staff A-61 15:85 
John Paynter & Staff A-61 15:62,64 
John Paynter & Staff 5-61 16:93-95 
John Paynter & Staff 0-61 16:63 
John Paynter & Staff N-61 16:49 
John Paynter & Staff D-61 16:66 
N-48 3:28 
J-49 3:42,43 
John Paynter & Staff J-62 16:97-99 
John Paynter & Staff A-62 16:76 
John Paynter & Staff May -62 16:79 
John Paynter & Staff Ju -62 16:57 
John Paynter & Staff S-62 17:64-66 
50 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff 0-62 17:88 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff N-62 17:59,60 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff D-62 17:45 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff J-63 17:82,83 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff M-63 17:124 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Ju -63 17:69 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Au -63 18:75 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff S-63 18:70,74 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff N-63 18:68,70, 
72 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff J-64 18:64 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff M-64 18:58 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff A-64 18:80 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Ju -64 18:74,78 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Au -64 19:77 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff S-64 19:97 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff D-64 19:92 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff F-65 19:88 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Ju -65 19193 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff M-65 19:92 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff A-65 19:111 - 
114 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff N-65 20:105 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff D-65 20:89 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff J-66 20:99 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff F-66 20:89 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff A-66 20:122 
New Music Reviews John Paynter & Staff Ju -66 20:86 
51 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Music Reviews 
New Publications, 1946-47 
19th Century French Composers -- 
19th Century German Wind Music 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
s-66 21:91,92 
N-66 21:86 
J-67 21:90 
F-67 21:94,95 
Au -67 22:90,91 
S-67 22:138, 
139 
0-67 22:95,96 
N-67 22:95 
F-68 22:97 
M-68 22:105, 
106 
John Paynter & Staff A-68 22:83 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter 
John Paynter 
John Paynter 
John Paynter 
John Paynter 
& Staff 
& Staff 
& Staff 
& Staff 
& Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
John Paynter & Staff 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
May -68 22:108, 
109 
Ju-68 22:80 
Au -68 23:91 
s-68 23:109, 
110 
0-68 23:91 
N-68 23:93 
D-68 23:85 
F-69 23:84,85 
M-69 23:114, 
115 
May -69 23:88-90 
Ju-69 23:88,89 
N-47 2:24-26 
0-67 22:53,54 
A-68 22:43-46 
19th Century Italian Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
Oberlin Recital 
"Popular" Music for the Flute 
Schumann --His Music for Winds 
Selected Repertoire for Ensembles 
Small Ensemble Strategy 
Solo and Ensemble Literature for 
Bassoon 
Strange Alliance of Flute and 
Guitar, The 
Strauss --His Music for Winds 
Stravinsky --His Music for Winds 
Swedish Composers --Their Music 
for Winds 
Trio Sonata, The 
20th Century Austrian Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
20th Century English Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
20th Century French Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
20th Century Russian Composers -- 
Their Music for Winds 
Unaccompanied Mixed Woodwind 
Duet, The 
Unique Flute Music Catalog 
Unusual Woodwind Trios with Flute 
Woodwind Quintet: Its Development 
and Music, The 
David Whitwell 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
Charles E. Osborne 
George E. Wain 
Gary Echols 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
Laurence Taylor 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
David Whitwell 
Himie Voxman 
L.T. 
Laurence Taylor 
George Wain 
52 
M-68 22:79-81 
M-48 2:3 
D-56 11:76,77 
J-67 21:40,41 
May -60 14:38,39 
N-54 9:32,33 
5-63 18:93 
0-56 11:38,39 
May -66 2o:67-69 
Ju-66 2o:50-53 
Ju-68 22:53 
0-60 15:46,48, 
50 
J-69 23:42,43 
N-68 23:47-50 
D-68 23:40,41 
M-69 23:43-45 
Au -62 16:64,65 
N-57 12:71 
May -61 15:77,78 
A-65 19:90-93 
55 
All Classifications. 
Beethoven of the Flute Laurence Taylor 0-61 16:52,53 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor N-58 13:72 
Part I 
Books for the Flute Library, Laurence Taylor D-58 13:64,65 
Part II 
*Christmas Music Traugott Rohner N-46 1:24 
Flute Teacher's Bookshelf, The Laurence Taylor May -54 8:36,37 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The M-52 6:4 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The Ju-57 11:11 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf, The A-61 15:16 
New Look at Chamber Music for Robert S. Wagner Ju-59 13:70-73 
Winds, A 
NSBOVA Releases New Ensemble J-49 3:17 
List 
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"Czech and Hungarian Composers --Their Music 
for Winds." 
J-68 22:50-53 
"George Frederick Handel --His Music for A-67 21:44,45 
Winds." 
"Heinrich Schftz-His Music for Winds." Au -67 22:63-68 
"Henry Purcell --His Music for Winds." S-67 22:73-78 
"Hindemith, Blacher, Weill, and Busoni-- F-69 22:39 
Their Music for Winds." 
"LiesSixi-Their Music for Winds." 0-68 23:54-56 
"Mozart --His Music for Winds." M-66 20:53-58 
"19th Century French Composers --Their 0-67 22:53,54 
Music for Winds." 
"19th Century German Wind Music." A-68 22:43-46 
"19th Century Italian Composers --Their M-68 22:79-81 
Music for Winds." 
"Schubert --His Music for Minds." N-65 20:67,68 
"Schumann-His Music for Winds." J-67 21:40,41 
"Strauss --His Music for Winds." May -66 20:67-69 
"Stravinsky-His Music for Winds." Ju-66 20:50-53 
"Swedish Composers --Their Music for Winds." Ju-68 22:53 
"20th Century Austrian Composers --Their J-69 23:42,43 
Music for Winds." 
"20th Century English Composers --Their N-68 23:47-50 
Music for Winds." 
"20th Century French Composers --Their D-68 23:40,41 
Music for Winds." 
"20th Century Russian Composers --Their M-69 23:43-45 
Music for Winds." 
Whitney, Maurice D. "Recorders for Everyone." May -62 16:47,48 
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Wood, Alfred F. "Music for Wind Ensembles and Piano." S-57 11:46,47 
Zimmerman, Ruth L. "Bibliography of Music for Piano Trios." J-62 16:36 
SUWARY 
The articles surveyed and the subjects touched upon appeared to be a 
well-balanced coverage of possible material except in the area of the care and 
maintenance of the flute. This area seemed to be inadequately covered 
by specific articles and information. The only alternative included was 
found in reference material on this subject referred to in some of The 
Instrumentalist's Bibliographies or at the close of some of the few related 
articles included. 
However, some of the articles included in other categories seemed to 
be of extraordinary value. The David Whitwell "Music for Winds" series, a 
total of thirty articles dealing with the original compositions for winds by 
127 major composers,1 was indeed an epic endeavor, outstanding in both the 
field of historical perspective of development of the wind instruments with 
the flute often in the fore -front of interest, and the field of musical 
literature for these instruments. 
An important contribution in the field of performance, style and inter- 
pretation was presented by James Pellerite. The vehicle, however, was a 
number of recordings by the famous flutist, with separate brochures giving 
performance and interpretation instructions. Unfortunately the effort was 
hidden under the cloaks of "It's News to Us", "New Recordings," and "The 
Instrumentalist's Bookshelf" and is very difficult to uncover. 
By far the most important contribution of The Instrumentalist was not 
lEditor's Note, "20th Century Russian Composers --Their Music for Winds," 
The Instrumentalist, March, 1969, 23:43. 
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any one article but the continuous references to other works on any one sub- 
ject, until it became not so much a pool of information complete in itself, 
but a springboard into any facet of flute research one might be tempted to 
pursue. The Instrumentalist, by itself, would certainly be a minimal reference, 
but used as a basis for further study, offers a wide range of rich and varied 
paths to follow in the study of the flute. 
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This report is an index of articles pertaining to the flute which have 
appeared in The Instrumentalist. It will serve as a reference for flute 
instructors, instrumental music teachers in general, flute students, and 
instrumental students in general. It includes all phases. This particular 
source was chosen because its coverage is extensive, and the back issues, 
except for those in the first volume, are available. 
A Topical Index was made after surveying, page by page, Volumes II, 
beginning with September, 1947, to XXIII, ending with June, 1969. The great 
variety of subject headings within the Topical Index made it necessary to 
compile a Subject Index which is found at the end of the work. 
A separate Index of Authors, listing signed articles alphabetically by 
the authors' names, was made. 
The articles surveyed and the subjects touched upon appeared to be a 
well-balanced coverage of possible material except in the area of the care 
and maintenance of the flute. By far the most important contribution of 
The Instrumentalist was not any one article but the continuous references 
to other works on any one subject, until it became not so much a pool of 
information complete in itself, but a springboard into any facet of flute 
research one might be tempted to pursue. The Instrumentalist, used as a 
basis for further study, offers a wide range of rich and varied paths 
to follow in the study of the flute. 
